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NRC-81-42

WISCONSIN PUBLIC SERVICE CORPORATION 

P.O. Box 1200, Green Bay, Wisconsin 54305 

March 23, 1981 

Mr. Steven A. Varga, Chief 
Operating Reactors Branch #1 ase 
Division of Licensing 
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
799 Roosevelt Road C 
Glen Ellyn, IL 60137 

Dear Mr. Varga:

Operating License DPR-43 
Docket 50-305 
Letter of December 23, 1980, from Mr. Varga to Mr. E.  
Letter of February 5, 1981, from Mr. E. R. Mathews to

R. Mathews 
Mr. Steven A. Varga

The questions in Enclosures 1 and 2 of the above referenced letter have been 
reviewed.  

In the course of this review, additional information on the valve operator 
was obtained by the valve manufacturer. This information concerns the rating 
of the valve operator at various openings. Factoring this information into 
the analysis previously prepared for Wisconsin Public Service, the conclusion 
was drawn that the valve and operator are qualified to accept LOCA induced loads.  

Based on this conclusion, we will remove the limit stops installed during the 
1980 refueling outage in accordance with the provisions of 10CFR50.59.  

Our response is delayed from the 45 day time period requested in the referenced 
letter. This is in accordance with arrangements made with you in our February 5, 
1981, letter.

Very truly yours, 

E. R. Mathews, Vice President 
Power Supply & Engineering 

snf

AooI 
-S.

Enc.  

cc - Mr. Robert Nelson, NRC Resident Inspector 
RR #1, Box 999, Kewaunee, WI 54216
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Enclosure 1 

KEWAUNEE NUCLEAR POWER PLANT 

REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION REGARDING 

LONG TERM OPERABILITY OF CONTAINMENT PURGE 

AND VENT VALVES 

PART 1 

1. Please clarify the description of valve installation and orientation; provide 

a diagram disclosing essential information.  

The value cmlentatiio and custattation is depcted by dwuawing5 M62-7., A628, 

M629 and M648 whLch wme edqeosed.  

2. Are C. values used for Td determination considered applicable to Kewaunee valves 

based on consideration of installation, i.e., relation to upstream elbows, 

shaft orientation relative to upstream elbows, disc closure direction, flow 

direction (off-set discs).  

The anaty6is peatoned con&ideted the actualt ditect.on o6 {low. T+los {ow 

itesulted in highe.'t toAque to the vale/opetatoQ. The. e6 ect o up-t'team 

p)iping haz been ignolLed a a conzeavative appoeach. The wtOoe. case Zs dete"

mined to be a sinigte valve cto-uLeou .wUAi containmen;it p'te.-stute on one side and 

atmophee on the oth.t. It LA in thiis con/oi gaation irn which the analyiS 

was done..  

3. Is 2 second valve closure time the maximum time allowed by Tech Specs. If not, 

what is maximum time allowed.  

Thee -a no eJoiACke. tnime kequ&'ed by the Kewaunee TechncaL Speciicationls,5.  

4. Confirm that modifications made to limit openings to 650 provides sufficient 

torque margin to seat valve against seating and bearing torque.  

The modi.6eiation wito be -'eveused at the next ,Leuteting outage kesuting in 

vaEvc'e.L in theit ohiginal condition's.
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5. Are the solenoid valves and operators seismically and environmentally qualified 

for the plant specified conditions? 

The sotenoid valves and opewatom6 cVe &ztey quacliied.  

6. Has the valve assembly (operator and valve body) been seismically qualified? 

How? 

The valve aserbly h"s been quatclied by analys.  

7. Is there a post-LOCA operational requirement for these valves? Have the 

valves been reviewed for operation capability under these post-LOCA conditions? 

Thete L2 no po5t-LOCA kequiement om the vemt and purge vacztee to opmtate.  

8. Are the manufacturers required/recommended preventive maintenance practices 

being followed: 

a. Valve seats and seals 

b. Operators 

c. Solenoid valves 

The valvecues ame Zeak tested annually in acco'Ldance wtlui Section 4.4 o4 the 

Kewctanee Tecekical Speciications5. This testing s0ong with Ctycying dwKng 

Aeueting opekation/s i5 Su Lcent to aussute opexability o these valvn.  

9. Describe the ASME Section XI inservice testing being conducted on or planned 

for the valves.  

The valves cute subject to the integwated £eak tate test az we.U as theiA 

own teak atclte tet. Thi,5 Z5 deuct/ibed in Section 4.4 o6 the Kewaunee 

Technct Speci/icatioms.



Enclosure 2 

KEWAUNEE NUCLEAR POWER PLANT 

REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION REGARDING 

LONG TERM OPERABILITY OF CONTAINMENT PURGE 

AND VENT VALVES 

PART II 

1. The A P across the valve is in part predicated on the containment pressure and 
gas density conditions. What were the containment conditions used to determine 

the L\ P's across the valve at the incremental angle positions during the closure 
cycle? 

The contaimne'it p'Le6-6ate tend -z taken 1 om igume 14.3-23 o the Kewaunee 
FSAR. No etedit was taken 4oJL a 'eduction o6 containmenit )pLaue due to 
val've cto.wAke time. That i/s, the containmuient pu.6uaAe wc con&ideAed cons tat 
and was taken to be the maximum pkeasivse dwtoing the vave closwLe sequence.  

2. Were the dynamic torque coefficients used for the determination of torques 

developed, based on data resulting from actual flow tests conducted on the 

particular disc shape/design/size? What was the basis used to predict torques 

developed in valve sizes different (especially larger valves) than the sizes 

known to have undergone flow tests? 

The dynamic toque coe Zcielents wae devetoped using a 5" .cate modet with 
dy aL cus the mediun. These ane dtmensAionfes coegicients dekived ,1jom 
,standaiud dimensionat analysiUs and modefing techiques. Such techviques cuae 
deAseibed in "FLuid Mechanis," by Stmctm, Fouwth Edition. Ptatt hc& 
succeu{6lfy applied such dact 4oA totLque anctly.6s6 on vatve6 exceed'img 10 

3. Were installation effects accounted for in the determination of dynamic torques 

developed? Dynamic torques are known to be affected for example, by flow 
direction through valves with off-set discs, by downstream piping backpressure, 
by shaft orientation relative to elbows, etc. What was the basis (test data or 

other) used to predict dynamic torques for the particular valve installation? 

I a.stZlkation e ects weA.e taken into account in the 6Zow conaltyss o6 the e 
vetve. The cUAection o' (Low t1hough the valve ws taken into account, 
howeve, the e.deet o" upsatem pip4ing bA cofnleatively ignoted. The e.&ests 
oo vauve oienijtaUion aative -to the pipe axis te. considnted iAsighi-ican-t 
sot. compas/sible {g,&uid -Low.  

Tcsed on thecneticaf Limits and Petit ,tet t data, the highest toLque wcttue 
wifU be expetienced by a vatve with ditect vctve intet with 'Lounded inae-t 
thoct-nozzle. Thi,5 the con{igLuation used in the Kewanee analy/sfi.  

4. When comparing the containment pressure response profile against the valve 

position at a given instant of time, was the valve closure rate vs. time 

(i.e., constant or other) taken into account? For air operated valves equipped 

with spring return operators, has the lag time from the time the valve receives 

a signal to the time the valve starts to stroke been accounted for?



0
Note: Wherc a butterfly valve assembly is equipeed with spring Lo close A i 

operators (cylinder, diaphragm, etc.), therc typically is a lag time from the 

time the isolation signal is received (solenoid valve usually de--energized) 

to the Lime the operator starts to move the valve. In the case of an air 

cylinder, the pilot air on the opening side of the cylinder is approximately 
90 psig when the valve is open, and the spring force available may not start 

to move the piston until the air on this opening side is vented (solenoid 

valve dc-energizes) below about 65 psig, thus the lag time.  

When comptaing the containment pCssa MYd agans:t the vle position, 
a conarctnt closut time o4 2 secadlS was used. In addition, a detay tOne 
o6 2.2 seconds between event initiation and the s:tant o6 thae Mkthcing (cts 

used. The piezsuake at 4.2 seconds thcm the event initiation wts aed to 
genimo[te[ the (lOW phof0itlC.

5. Provide the necessary 
from the initial open 
practical).  

Vatue Posbition ; 
(900 =AMLE open) 

100 

4 0" 
300 

40' 
50, 
70 0 
800 
90 0

information for the table shown below for valve positions 

position to the seated position (100 increments if

Paedicted 
A P

24.66 
24 .52 
24 .29 
23.9E 
23.60 
2 3.16 

22 .67 
22.75 
2?7.67

tic xjnic tot 
A P

75 pas 
75 p:l 
75 pal 
75 pqi 
75 pl% 
75 psi 
75 psi 
75 psi 
75 psi

6. What Code, standards or other criteria, was the valve designed to? What 

arc the stress allowables (tension, sh-ar, torsion, etc.) used for critical 
elements such as disc, pins, shaft yoke,. etc. ia the valve assembly? What_.  
load combinations were used? 

The val.vs we'ae desgned to "Iat ASAE Code lon. Pumps and ValteA oa Nuctefet 
Powei" dct ted Wavemban, 1968 and the Manah, 7970 Addendun.

The tcLouatng table thema>zes Mhe aloSWble asts valuem.

I no



\J l e1 nTL Componen 

TIrunniiion 
WeIlment 

Ass y.

Dise 

SShaft 

Shaft Re 

Assembly 

H1ub Block 
Assembly 

hirus t 
Bearing 
Ass embly 

Notes: 1.  

2.  

3.

Stress Stes Allowable 
t Name Lev el St ess 

Combined Trunnion 5 Smn 

Weld Shear Stress 2,150 81850 

Combined Tensile c Sm 
Stress in Trunnion 1,635 - A17,700 

Comb ined Tens le Sm 
Stress in Trunnion 1,636 17,700 
Base Weld 
Local Bending Sm 
Stress in Body ].___ 13,000 1 8 ,

0 

Maximum Disc Stress 11,740 18,900 
Sin 

Maximum Shaft Stress 15,730 19,800 -j 

I Retainer Shear . m 

Stress 2,750 9,900 

Retainer Beari ng Sm 

iner Stress 14,000 19,800 

Bolt Tensile Sin 
Stress __ _ 21,000 46,200 

Shaft Groeve .5 Sm 

Shear Stress 1 '800 9g9900 

Keyway Bearing/(Shear 1 Sm 
Str.) Stress (15,720) 17,700 

Max. CombinedSm 
Bolt Stres _2 o -5 46,200 

T. Washer Normal 

Bearing SLress 374 1,200 
T. Washer Seismic 
Bearing Stress _1,870 1 8,000 

Adjusti-ng- Screw .5 Sm 

Shear Stress 6,240 10,000 

Adjusting Screw Sm 
Tensile Stress 14 800 20,000 

Retaining Screw Sm 

Tensile Srress , 17,700 45,200 

Cover Sar 15 Sm 
Stres __ 2 600 9 450 

Seismic accelerations are 5 g's. simu]taeously applied in each of 

three mutually perpendicular directions.  

Analysis pressure is 65 psig.  

Allowable stresses are at 3000F.

I



7. For those valve assemblies (with air opue ors) inside conLainment, has the 

containment pressure rise (backpressure) been considered as to .its effect on 

torque margins available (to close and seat the valve) fron the actuator? 

,During the closure period, air must he venced from the actuators opening side 

through the solenoid valve into this backpressure. Discuss the installed 

actuator bleed configuration and provide basis for not considering this 

backpressure effect a problem on torque Pargin. Valve assembly using 4 way 

solenoid valve should especially be reviewed.  

The opet o nchA O -the puAge and vent Mve cat KA. 61e.Iaunce. a a.L t O oen and 

Apkingj to close. Cootainmeut backpe smsue wt have no ezut on -clouj 
Oince the some backpjteAue wit al'o be ph'eSent at 'te inte4 -sid of -the 
cy inde, and the di1mtecc pSsLae wMt{ E be the mme duing nomait 

openetion.  

8. Where air operated valve assemblies use accumulators as the fail-safe feature, 
describe the accumulator air system configuration and its operation. Prov ide 

necessary information to show the adequacy of the accumulator to stroke the 

valve i.e. sizing and operation starting from lower limits of initial air 

pressure charge. Discuss active elecLrical components in the accumulator 

system, and the basis used to determine their qualification for the environmental 

conditions experienced. Is the accumulator system seismically designed? 

This does not appEU to Ketune..  

9. For valve assemblies requiring a seal pressurization system (inflatable main 

seal), describe the air pressurization system configuration and operation 

including means used to eennine nhat valve closure and Seal pressurization 

have taken place. Discuss active elecwricl components in this system, andI 

the basis used to determine their qualification for the environmental condition 

experienced. Is this system seismically designed.  

For this type valve, has it been determined that the "valve travel stops" 
(closed position) are capable of withstanding the loads inmposed at closure 

during the DBA-LOCA conditions.  

This does not apply fto Kemance.  

10. aere it is planned to limit the opening angle of the butterfly valv .to less 

than 900; describe the modification made to the valve assembly to limit the 

opening angle? With this modification, is there sufficient torque margin 

available from the operator to overcome any dynamic torques developed that 

tend to oppose valve closure, starting from the valve's initial open position? 

Is there sufficient torque margin available from the operator to fully seat 

the valve? Consider seating torques required with seats that have been at 
low ambient temperatures.  

The contanment putng and vent vves at Kamone have beie' mod- LCt to 
fljmijt the valuje. opening to 65. We have lccived upated ingomnlon Ic 
-the opneaton RRanicGCtaunse, thikOugh the valv wcaiich /'Q n's IL ('dl C hr, 

detine~ate s tque u acatt va.A.iu A aiv a Cp ; s0. An a 40,l50U rA t 

CtddL~ t~C 'ciaL t - inihma!70N, lthe. va'( (.ai iU . n C '18 t'4 .0 cO U aL in tiat I .ti\



Paw-

ingu need not be IAie-'fted. We ALcao { emovc the findt stops di t 

the next ae't)Wing outaqe in acCodance with the povis on 04 1 OCFR50. 59.  

11. Does the maximum torque developed by the valve during closure exceed the 

maximum torque rating of the operators? Could this affect operability? 

The maxbnwi toqnue developed by the valve c detinjg dynamic 6ow conition 

developed as c tezultU of a LOCA condition does not excet the max{imum tCoaqua 

ating o6 the vc({ve opeoato.  

12. Describe the tests and/or analysis performed to establish the qualification 

of the valve to perform its intended function under the environmental 

conditions exposed to during and after the DBA following its long term 

exposure to the normal plant environment.  

Long tenm opn abli~ty of the Containment Vent and Pu.igc e Valve.s iz cA-Eued 
by the 9te 3'Lated Leak Aate test -v dUclibed in Sec-ikon 4.4 ot' the Kewaunce 
Tecahiccal Specilications and individuJ. WcE '-Lee tests a- desunibed in the 
Aacun~. action.  

13. 'That basis is used to establish the qualification of the valve, operators, 
solenoids, valves? How was the valve assembly (valve/operators) seismically 

qualified (test, analysis, etc.)? 

The baE used to Ae~imoeJty qua i the vent and pue valve -& de-seibe-d 
in the uCpomt )- LOW HeJy Pactt:Co. datd June 25, 7?90. P a oc'N y 

Wismic analy(( cute in adad aS cn At MMent. The -oencd Wvm v' wan: 

Atapheed with 6ut' qELu Led -,:5 c l vn kv as a .meate t o6 woak p oihomed 

(n1de1 ;the 4CquiUfl.Jimentz o6 IE Bu :LA 79-07S.
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INTRODUCTION 

Described briefly in the following pages is the analysis used 
in verifying the structural adequacy of the main elements of the 
butterfly valve. Each elemient is described separately in its ownz appropriately titled section.  

- Seismic loads were made an integral part of the analysis- by the inclusion of the acceleration constants g, g, g Should 
they not be present in any of the directions of 1aterest, simply 
et the appropriate value of gi to zero0 

The symbols g, gy, and gz represent accelerations.in the x 
.y, and z directions respectively, These directions are defined 
with respect to the valve body centered coordinate system illus
trated in the figure 1. Specifically x is along the pipe axis.  
E is along the shaft axis. y is perpendicular to x & z and in the 
direction forming a right hand triad with them.  

Valve orientation with respect to gravity is taken into account 
by adding the appropriate quantity to the seismic loads. The justi
fication for doing this is that a gravitational load is completely equivalent to a 1 "g" seismic load.  

As an exampl of including gravitational loads, consider a valve oriented so that z is vertical and subjected to seismic loads 
Cx, Gy, and Gz. The appropriate values for gv, gy, and g. would be: 

8 G 
y 

g 7 .V 1 + G 
z 

Throughout the analysis, reference is made to a "banjo" assembly.  This is the assembly consisting of the disc, the stub shafts, the hub blocks , and the mounting hardware. It is termed a "banj o" assemtbly 
simply because it resembles a banjo in appearance, and this is an easy 
way to refer to it. The main elements of the banjo assembly are identified in figure 2.



FIGURE 1 

VALVE BODY CENTER[D 
COORDINIATE SYSTEM 
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IANGE ARALYSIS~ 

The flange xaaysis is in ccozsrco with Appendix II, Para 0 

VAS5 oC Section VIII, Division I cf the LSME Codes for Pressure 
Vessels and AWA C-207.

I



.BODL A1UJYSIS 

The body analysis consists of calculations i accordan ce with 

Article 4 of the "Draft ASMKE Code for Pumps and Valves for Nucler 

Power" dated Nov., A968 ad the ilrch, 1970 Addendm plus one addi

tional calculation. This additional calculation was included in 

order to take into account the effect of Seismic loads on body 

principle stress lcve1s The spec:iic formulas uscd in analyzin g 

th lbody are detailed bel h Note ithat the nomenclature on all 

code specified Calculatioins is identical to that used in Article 4 

of the code, 

Prl my memrbrane stress - Sub-arti!cle 452.3 of the pump and 

rim cor . seb cri s s the rnnst highly stressed portion of the 

. bvOy under internal t emssu t s bein at the n ck to flow 

bSye inctionl It also states rules for caculting the 

rimary membrane stresses in this a obaed on projecthis.  

res of body metal andl uid In a uthtertl valve, this 

region corresponds to the ,an , of: ch t run-thi with the 

body shell , If the cde rules pare a npid in this aoa, the 

resulting value is consierably less thnsid Co o h 

body not containing the trunion %are consiA ere For suchi 

-oy sect~on, Af/Am < Rm; h: where mA and A, are respectively 

th proec ed ares of fluid an.d metal as specificd in the 

Code. R1m and h are defined below.  

.The specific.formula used to calculate primary memlbranC stress 

ye= (Rm/h + 1/2) p 

vhere: R- shell mean radius-'inches 
p internal pressure-psisg 
h shell thickness-inches 

2, Primary pluc secondary stress cue to internal pressure This 

stress is calcul1ated using the forvvila specified in paragraiph 

452.4a of the PumP and Valve Code. The formula is: 

Qp -Cp (ri/te + .5) p 

where: Cp 3 
p internal pressure-psig 

to ==.body wall thickness-in.  

ri *'inner radius of body-in.
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3. SecconIdary stresses due to pipe reaction - These are calculated 
* using the equations of section 452.4B of the Pump and Valve 
. code. lore specifically, these are: 

F S 
Fed Q4

2, S 
Pet =U

.wherre Ped direct, or axial, load effect-psi 
Feb bending load effect-psi 
Pet= torsional load effecc-psi 
Fb bending mcdu us of standard connected 

pip,: per figures 452,,4b of pump and 
valve code--inches 

Yd 1/2 the cross sectional area of stan
dard connccted pipe-inches 2 

Cb stress index for body bending secondary 
stress per section 452.4b 

S 30,1000 per section 452.4b 
G4  valve body section area-inches 2 

GC- valve body section torsional modulus-inches 3 

Gb valve body section bending modulus-inches3

4e Therial Secondary Stress - This stress is calculated per section 
4 52,4c of the Pump and Valve code. More specifically, the for.
malas used were: 

QT =375 h2 for austenetic steel 

QT 120 h2 for ferriti.c steel 

where: QT - thermal secondary stress 
h thickness of valve body 

Corbined Stress Intensity - This quantity, as specified in section 
4.52.4 of the Pump and Valve code is given by the formula: 

Sn - Qp + Pc + 2Qm

where: Sn 

Q p 
QT 
PC 
in

= combined s tress intensfity 
is given underis number 2, above.  
is given under umber 4, above.  
is the largest of Ped, Peb, Pet as given 
number 3, above.



6 Fatigue Stresses - The value taken for comparison with figures 
452.5 (a) and 452.5 (b) of the Pump and Valve code is the larger 
of the following, as given in section 452.5: 

Spl 2Qp/3 + Pcb/2 + 1_3 QT 

SIp2 MQp + Peb 

%Aiere all terms are as previously defined 

7, Valve body primary plus secondary stresses due to internal pres
rure, flange moments, and inertial loads - This is the extra, 
non-codified, body stress calculation. Principle stresses re

sulting froi combined loads of internal pressure, flange moments, 
. nd seismic accelerations are calculated at two sections of the 

body, The sections are where the flange joins the body and at 

the centerline of the valve shaft. The larger of the calculated 

values is then taken as Sa. The formula used for calculating 
the stress is the result of an analysis where the valve body was 

ccnr-sidered to be aring stiffened shell subjected to the above

mentioned loadings, De;tails of this analysis are not incluled .  

here because of their length. However, the results are cuaarized 

i the following equations: 

Sa - 1/2 P + 1/2 (Ql + Q p2) 12 - Q A p2) 1 .2 

whire: Y sum of shear stresses due to inertia 
torques and inertia transverse shear-psi 

Qrd = axial stresses-si 
Qp2 circunmferential stresses-psi 
P - internal pressure-psig 

.The quantities, Y, Q!, and Qu2 are calculated from the following 
formulas: 

Y Ro E L (g 2  8g 2 )1/2 

V Rol (2,+ 2 )1/2 

Q = PRm/2h + 6M/h 2 + Ro 4 - Rit4 2Rm 

Qp2 FPRm/h + 6( M/h2 -wE/Rmln 

where: P internal pressure-psig 
W valve weight-pounds 
Ro outside radius of valve body-inches 
R i -inside radius of valve body-inches 
L - valve length-inches 
Ec -valve body eccentricity-inches 
Rm mean radius of valve body-inches 
h valve body thickness-inches 
E young's modulus-psi 

V/- poiL;on's ratio 
gx& 1y -, acceleration constants y 7.  
w deflection of vnlve body-innhs 
14 - local bedin; 1mment per uni t circumference -poun 

Nlote: 1 and MI are calculatcd in a separate nlysiS.  
the details of which are not included here

I
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TRUNION WELDMENT ASS'MBLY 

For convenience in discus;sion, the trunion weIdment assembly .rs considered to consist of the top trunion plate, the top trunion 
the welds, and the body raterial immz:ediately adjacent to the trunion, 
Fiuwre 3 illustrates the elements of the assembly and defines some of the nomenclature used in the analysis, 

Yach elcment of the assembly was Analyzed, ,nd the results of 
the analyses are briefly described below. Note that the trUnion
stresses are defined in terms of applied forces Fx. Fy,. and Fz and applied moments I6:, My, and Mz. These are the forces and moments which are experienced on the top surface of the trunion plate as a 
result of operator extended mass and sJsmic accelerations. Figure 
4 defins these forces and the geomery of the operator extended mass with respect toe the val1ve 

t Combined shear stress in trunion plate welds -- The most severe 
loading in the top trunion plate occurs in tha weld region and 
is the result of com'bined torsional plus seismic loads. The 
com.bined shear stress in the weld can be calculated using the 
following equations.  

2 + cr2)1/2 

where: 2 Me/ Z 02p 

r, = SMD/21FI +Fz/2Wy' OF 

M (m2x + ,23)1/2 

area moment of inertia of trunion-in4 

torsional shear stress-Pd/in2 

US shear stress -Pd/in2 

F;, is defined in figure 4 

Nx, MyMz utre defined in figure 4

;0,.- arc defined in figure 3
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FIGURE L 

FORCES AND GEOMETRY OF 
TRUNION LOAING.

Fy-14gy 
Fvtigz 
Hxu(gyZ~gzY) 

Vy! (gxZ4-FgZX) 

Mv=U(gyX~gxY)+ SD2

1Where: 

W-Weight of operator and 
mounting-Pds.  

SmScating factor-Pd/in.  

D-Valve diamiter-inches.  

gxgy~g%'Sc £smc nccclern
tion contants.

0



2, Combined equivalent tensile stress in trunion - The most severe 
trunion loading occurs at the base of the trunion and is the 
result of combined torsional plus seismic loads. In this area, 
the highest level of equivalent tensile stress can be calculated 
using the following formulas: 

_ y2 (0 2  4,rs2)1./2 

. here: (Ts Nz0 
41 

CrT +21 ( 

M 11+ H) 2 pr.g+ 2 1/2 

.I area uoment of ineric of trunion-in 
Fx,Fy,Fz are defined in Figure 4 
IhMyz*z are defined in Figure 4 
.,0,B are defined in Figure 3 

3, Stress in trunion base weld - The trunion base weld is a high 
quality, full penetration weld which is abcmplished l use of; 
n backing strip which is subsequently machinad off. Joint 

- efficiency is, therefore, considered to be 100%, and the results 
of the previous calculation apply here also .  

4. Local bending stress in body - The failure mode of rime concern 
in the valve body due to trunion loading is local bending. -The 
cite of most severe local bending is at the base of the trunion, 
Bending stress in this region was approximated by. considering the 
moment, Mf, as defined in calculation no, 2 above to be resisted 
across a section of body shell of width equal to the trunion out-.  
side diameter. This is equivalent to considering the moment as 
being applied at mid-point to a.rectangular strip of width "0" 
and thickness "T". The formula for calculating this stress is: 

Up, 
OT2 

where: 1 is defined in calculation no. 2, above.  
0 and T are defined in Figure 3.  

The actual stresses experienced in the valve body should be well 
below the value calculated using the above formula-
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DISC ANALYSIS 

For an air purge valve, the worst load combination which occurs 

on the disc is co:mbined pressure plus seismic loads. Since the. disc 

is siinply a flat plate, the seismic loading wil be uniformly dis

tributed over the surface area of the disc. This is equivalent to a 

hydrostatic type pressure. lad, ThnrefC:e, the. effect of seisomc 

loading is iL.cluded in the analysis by the addition of ah quivalent 

Ceismic Pressure", Fe.  

The highest stresses are present at the center of the disc and 

cant be considered as being the result of siiiultaneous bending about 

two perpendicular axes, the y axis and the ? axis. The specific for

nIl)Ia for calculating this stress is given below: 

S+p)i 36 (.125r aj .13d)2 + d2 1/2 

h ere (IYe = cquivalent seismic pressure wtgx - psi 

N; = weight density of disc - Pd/in3 
t - thickness of disc - inches 
gx - acceleration constant 
P - applied pressure - psig.  
d - diameter of disc - inches 

. = unsupported shaft length - inches 

It usually occurs, however, that disc thickness is dictated by 

deflection requirements and that disc stresses are well below code 

allowable levels. Similar to the stress calculation, maximum disc 

deflection is calculated by considering simultaneous bending about 

the y and z axes. Seismic loads are included by the addition of an 

equivalent seismic pressure to the hydrostatic pressure, Maximum 

disc deflection is kept below a limit which the valve is designed 

to be able to acccmmnodate while maintaining bubble tightness.



- SHAFT ANALYSIS 

Biecause of the mnnner in which the purge valve is used, fluid 

dynam.c loadrings; can be neglected. Therefore, the worst loading 

condition on the shaft will be either a combination of torsional 

plus seismic loads or a com-bination of pressure plus seismic loads.  

Both of these conditions were checked using the formula, listed 

below, Columnar tensile and compressive loads on the shaft were 

not considered because of their obviously small effect on stress 

levcls.  

1 Shaft: Stress due to torsion plus seismic loads, 

a 1 (TB + 1 02 J WyT2 1/2 

2 2 

whero: CG = bending s tress 1/a 

. g, torsional s tress =1 

. -U weight of banjo assy. - Pds0 

a unsupported shaft length - inches 

d =shaft diameter - inches 

. gxgy acceleration constants 

2 Shaft Stresses dea to pressure plus seismic loads Both shear 

and3 bceding stresses are calculated. -Rwever they 'are not 

combined since their maxima occur at different locations on the 

cross section, 

aT 2 QY'D2 P/4 + Wx) 2 + (W,,) 2 1/2 

3A 

- [UX + G2] 1/2 

vherC: G 32( 25 D2+ wa)a 

* ~ a 

A cross sectional area of shaft - in 2 

F P applied pressure - psig 

D disc diameter inches 
d shaft diameter - inches 
11 wei ght of banjo - pounds 
a tinsuppor t ed shaft length - inches 

gx,gy = acceleration constants
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S IAFT RETAIIIER ASSE-I MLY 

For purposes of convenience in description, the shaft retainer 

assembly is considered to consist of the shaft retainer, the shaft 

retainer bolts, and thc grooved end of the stub shaft. The shaft 

retainer was checked for shear tear out and bearing stresses. The 

shaft retainer bolts were checked for tensile stresses assuming all 

four retainer bolts to be equally loaded. The grooved end of the 

chaft was checked .for shear tear out: and bearing stress. Formulas 

for calcul'ating each of these stresses arc listed below: 

1 Shear stress in retainer 

2 , :-in-g sess ca retainer and groove 

3. Ti~L stress in retainer bolts 

4, S aZ tear out of shaft groove 

Us a 
. . Yd' . .jf

where: N 

d 
t 
A 
L

weight of banjo pounds 
shaft diameter - inches 
diametr of retainer bore - inches 

shaft retainer thickness - inches 

tentsile area of retainer bolts - in 2 

length bM shaft after groove - inches 
acceleration constant



Mil" BLO)CK SEIY

The hub l)lock asse-mbly is considered to consist of the hub 

block, the hub block retaining bolts, and the hub block keyway.  

The two stresses of primary concern in the hub block ass-m.bly are 

the keyway stresses and the combined tensile plus shear stresses 

in the hub block bolts, The analysis of each of these is explained 

bClow.  

Hub Block Keyway - The hub block keyway can be safely designed 

by keeping the compressive bearing stress on the keyway face 

Lcbelow the allowable stress level for the hub block material.  
The benring stress is calculated using the following formula: 

dit 

vwhiere: 

d =shaft diameter - inches 
K key height - inches 

L key length - inches 

20 ub 'Block Bolt Stress - The hub block bolts are sized and 

located such that the ma:imum combined shear pluis tensile 
c-mcss does not exceed the codie allowable value for the bolt
ing material0 Stresses are combined in accordance with the 

formaula: 

(T==C 2 +. 4US2 1/2 

where: (T = combined stress level 

.O = tensile stress 
Us =shear stress 

Combined stresses are calcula ted for both the top and bottom 

hub blocks. The reason for this is simply that the hub blocks 

experienced different loadings. The worst load combination 

for the top hub block is combined torsion, plus pressure, plus 

ceismic loads with no seismic load in the z direction. The 

worst load combination for the lower hub block is combined pres

sure plus seismic loads,



For the top hub block:

.0

U T. D2p + F [i (u+C Ug-F + nj C+H 
At 82 6 -2(A +B i G (3H) 

For the bottom hub block:

.IV - Y7 (g2 + 4g2z 1./2 
9AT 

SD2P 2U+E)C +r" He F C 
2(AFB C )6G [L-(G+H)L

+ Wc.FC 
2 (A~~~I~1V+CL) 

)

wheref At bolt tensila Lrea - in2 
D disc diameter - inches 
P applied pressurC - psig 

S=banjo weight - pounds 
gxPgyge.= aCceleration constants 
U unsupported shaft length - inches 

K m seating factor - Pd/in 
A's CE,,GH = distanc es as dcfined in figure 5 - inches

I*



FIGURE 5 

HUE) BLOCK DINENS10ts
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II TRUZST BEAING ASSEMBLY 

The thrust bearing assembly provides restraint in the z direction 
for the banjo assembly, thus assuring the disc edge remains correctly 
positioned to maintain sealin" capability. Structural adequacy of the 
assembly was checked using the six formulas listed below. Specific 
elements of Lh.c thrust bearing as referred to below are identified in 
figure 6e 

1- Normal. bearing stress on thrust washer.  

2 ~7Sosmi~c bring stress on thrust was war.  

I Shear stresS in adjusting screw hed4 

Tensile stress in adjusting screw.  

i2 

5  Se stresses in cover 

G9 }YDT 

*6 Tensile stress in retaining screws.  

O z 3

wh.iere: W 

.t 

A2 

* Ag ~

banjo weight - pounds 
bearing arca of thrust washer - in 2 

acceleration constant 
diamcter of adjusting screw - inches 
thickness f adjiisting screw head - inches 
tensile area of adjusting screw - in.  
Cover thickness - inches 
t:ensile area of retaining screws -in.2

0
&


